HOME

la marzocco home – setting the grind

assessing coffee extraction
many factors can affect extraction:
Humidity
Temperature
Grind setting
Dose

Tamp
Age of coffee
Incorrectly stored coffee

let’s start with three simple steps on how to assess your grind:
1 DOSE
Ensure your DOSE of dry coffee is weighed post grinding – let’s use 20g as the goal for this example.
** Your DOSE amount can be changed but it is important to keep this measured consistently when assessing grind adjustments.

2 TAMP
Ensure you tamp evenly, with a dry, clean tamper. Exert approximately 12kg of pressure across the coffee in the portafilter.
** Only tamp as hard as you are comfortable with, excess pressure is unnecessary. The key is to tamp consistently.
** You can buy ‘spring loaded’ tampers that click when desired pressure is exerted.

3 MEASURE
Place your portafilter into the espresso machine. Time the extraction (in seconds) to your desired weight of the wet coffee (excluding
the weight of the cup) – let’s use 40g of the double portafilter of espresso in 25 - 30 seconds as the goal for this example.
**Goal times & weights can be anything you like the taste of. Feel free to experiment, or ask your local roaster/café what recipes they recommend!

espresso extraction results
How long did you take to pour 40g of espresso?
Less than 25 seconds = GRIND IS TOO COARSE
More than 30 seconds = GRIND IS TOO FINE

signs your grind is too coarse
Coffee is gushing out of the spouts.
Extraction time is faster than 25 seconds.
The coffee tastes weak or watery.
The crema on top of the espresso is light in colour and disappears quickly.
Same dose of dry coffee appears like more in the handle.

signs your grind is too fine
Coffee is dripping out of the spouts or not pouring at all.
Extraction time is longer than 30 seconds.
Coffee tastes burnt or bitter.
The bottom of the basket in the handle is stained with coffee oils.
Same dose of dry coffee appears like less in the the handle.

signs your grind is correct
Even balanced pour with a honey like consistency.
Extraction time is within 25 - 30 seconds.
The crema on top of the espresso is thick, glossy and has a nice range of colour.

adjusting the grind
Always ensure that your dose and tamp are consistent, so that your grind is the only variable.
Before adjusting the grind, remember to mark/memorise the current grind setting.
Only adjust the collar 1-2 notches, at a time (these are the small ridges in the neck of the grinder).
If the collar has a locking control, always check the collar is locked before grinding.
Once a grind adjustment has been made at the collar, ensure you grind coffee for about 5 seconds, then
remove this coffee from your dosing chamber (this initial coffee is likely to still reflect the original grind size
pre-change).
Use the coffee following this to check your espresso extraction.
It’s always good to make an average of 3 espressos before making another adjustment to ensure you are
being consistent in each shot.

TOO FINE > TURN GRINDER COLLAR > COARSER (GROSSO)
TOO COARSE > TURN GRINDER COLLAR > FINER (FINO)
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